
 

 

  

 

 

The Academic Week Ahead 

November 26-30, 2018 

 

 

English Language Arts Phil Girard 

Our Free Write project continues this week. Students are working on their passion writing projects for 

the rest of this week before a pause. These assignments will pick up again 2nd semester after we 

conclude the Deadly Waters project. No assignments are due this week. 

 

Literature Claire Alexander 

This week we will jump right back into our books and continue reading during class.  The goal is to 

have books completed by Winter Vacation.  There are no assignments due this week. 

 

Remember:  students should be reading something after school for at least 30 minutes each day.  

 

Social Studies Kelly Francisco 

Students will be putting the finishing touches on two assignments this week. The first is an analysis of a 

fairy tale. Students are examining early versions of fairy tales as a capstone assignment on learning 

about how historians use historical sources. Students will also be creating a map of the thirteen 

colonies this week. This assignment will kick-off our study of the American Revolution portion of the 

History on Stage Project. Both assignments can be found on Google Classroom and are due Monday 

of next week. 

 

Science Emily Feaster 

Students will find out their topics and groups on Tuesday for the remainder of the Deadly Water 

Project. They will spend the rest of the project understanding the chemistry behind water and their 

specific topic. They will begin to learn about some of the challenges associated with their topics this 

week. Students will spend a day in science learning how to be effective group members and work 

with their peers. Towards the end of the week, they will learn about dilution and why dilution is key 

to chemical pollution. No assignments due this week. 

 

World Language Marina Call 

We began the year with eight minute segments of Spanish immersion and we are now moving 

towards 10-15 minute.  Immersion involves myself and the students speak only in Spanish.  We are 

learning past and present tenses of querer (to want) and tener (to have). The story we are working on 

is about a teenager named George. Ask your child: What does George want?  (Que quiere George?) 

 

Health Treasa Merchant 

Welcome back from break!  I hope everyone caught up on sleep, were stress free, and are ready to 

come back to school!  We will not have Health class this week due to our shorten schedule.   
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Math Anne Bara & Kris Galoci  

6
th
 Grade:  Math students will continue to focus on numeric concepts to help with their Deadly 

Waters Project.  Students will understand values that are used to describe the concentrations of certain 

compounds and pollutants in water, base ten exponents and scientific notation. 

 

7
th
 Grade:  Math students will continue to focus on numeric concepts to help with their Deadly 

Waters Project. Students will understand values that are used to describe the concentrations of certain 

compounds and pollutants in water, base ten exponents and scientific notation. 

 

8
th
 Grade:  Math students will continue to focus on numeric concepts to help with their Deadly 

Waters Project. Students will understand values that are used to describe the concentrations of certain 

compounds and pollutants in water, base ten exponents and scientific notation. 

 

Algebra:  Students will apply the study of rates of change and writing and solving linear equations in 

intercept form in their study of Deadly Water. 

 

Geometry:  Geometry students continue to work on discovering and proving properties of triangles.  

They will continue to work with constructions, learn new vocabulary, and write informal paragraph 

proofs. They will be applying this to the geometry of molecules in their Deadly Water projects. 
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